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Abstract
Interactive real-time visualization plays a significant role in simulation research domain. Multi-scale problems are in need of high performance visualization with good quality and the same could be said about other problem domains, e.g. big data analysis, physics simulation, etc. The state of the art shows that a universal tool for solving such problem is non-existent. Modern computer graphics requires enormous efforts to implement efficient algorithms on modern GPUs and GAPIs. In the first part of our paper we introduce a framework for rapid graphics application development and its extensions for multi-scale problem visualization. In the second part of the paper we provide a prototype of multi-scale problem’s solution in simulation and monitoring of high-precision agent movements starting from behavioral patterns in an airport and up to world-wide flight traffic. Finally we summarize our results and speculate about future investigations.
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1 Introduction

Visualization has become an important tool for scientific applications, such as various simulation systems [1, 2] or serious games [3]. However, the current state of the scientific simulations is characterized by scattered research projects using a variety of models or entire systems that have their own visualization solutions created from the scratch [4] or on the basis of the variety of existing tools. The motivation behind this study is prior experience of our research institute in a wide range of simulations [5, 6, 7] and high performance computing [8]. Over the past decade real-time visualization domain underwent a drastically breakthrough in performance and quality level. A substantial contribution to its development has been made by the game industry [9]. Growing demand and fast development of this industry stimulated the emergence of a multitude of software solutions such as game engines. The recent years were marked by the prevailing tendency to use game engines as visualizations tools, in contrast to the development of such tools from scratch [10].
Most of the existing commercial game engines (CryEngine, Unity3d [11], Visual3d etc.) have a sufficiently high cost and even a purchase of a full license does not guarantee the full access to all the source code. On the other hand, there are some cheap or shareware versions of commercial software [12], but with significant limitations in functionality. Unreal Engine 4 provides a full access to all the source code, but it is a huge complicated system and we need to keep in mind that game engines with their redundant diversity of tools are designed to create games, not for scientific purposes.

If we will look at the platforms like XNA Game Studio or MonoGame, they have a convenient development environment, but have a significant disadvantages: XNA is based on outdated DirectX9 (DX9) and its support had been discontinued; MonoGame supports an actual APIs, but developers get access only to a feature list of DX9 in order to support multiprime platform devices with slow hardware.

Separately, we want to highlight a GIS features’ support as an essential part of a wide range of scientific visualization. Unfortunately, game engines and game development platforms at best are limited in GIS functions that is forced to carry out the preliminary preparation of geo data to be used within the application. We can draw attention to the powerful geo information systems, such as ArcGIS, but many of them are expensive and limited to work with geo data only. Also these systems do not allow developers to create a multi-domain applications on its basis or show a poor performance since they were created on non-optimal development platform.

In this paper we propose project_Fusion, an open source/open architecture framework for rapid prototyping of visualization and interaction applications. The main goal of this framework is to facilitate fast development of software with high visual quality and high performance, as well as to provide unified development environment for multiple research groups. To address these issues, we focused on providing support of modern graphic API, easy-to-use class-based services and defined API to interface various simulation systems.

2 Project_Fusion

The overall system architecture of a project_Fusion framework is presented in Figure 1. General architecture is close to the structures of the well-known game engines and game development platforms and is built in layers. Project_Fusion is developed on the basis of .NET Framework 4.5 that provides a built-in runtime platform and using C# as the main programming language.

![Figure 1. Architecture of a project_Fusion framework](image_url)
The lowest layer, in fact, does not belong to the framework and represents only its underlying platform. As the most game engines and development platforms, project_Fusion framework also leverages a number of third-party SDKs and middleware. Core Framework represents a class library for math and a system-related API. Math library is inherited from SharpDX library with minor changes and extensions (MIT license allows this). Core framework System API is divided into graphics, audio and input devices. It is designed to reduce the amount of work for typical use-cases for each device and to eliminate possible erroneous situations at compile-time and runtime stages.

Application model delivers the main structure of interactive application and includes base classes: GameService is a base class for each application subsystem and Game is a base class for an entire application that aggregates subsystems and designates their execution. Content management system requires flexibility, performance, reduction of disc space occupied by content. Main entity of Content Pipeline in the framework is an Asset - a named object that describes how to build a content entry. AssetCollection provides building, dependency tracking and keeping target content up-to-date.

The basic functionality of the framework was extended by built-in services: GIS and User Interface services. GIS service provides access to the visualization of maps within an application with dynamic load of tile maps from online services. Visualization of maps is possible on a plane with top view as well as in perspective on a virtual globe. The service provides a layered-based approach to working with geo data: base map layer as a basis and any number of custom layers for visualization of developer’s information using a range of built-in tools. A part of the calculations that carried out for rendering is transferred to the GPU that significantly increases the performance of the software.

Another built-in service allows to create a graphical user interface (GUI) in a short time for interacting with the application. GUI service allows to create different layouts (with independent areas), as well as the basic elements of the user interface such as panels, buttons, etc.

3 Implementation Example

To verify the proposed approach to create visualization and interaction software for various simulation systems the integration with PULSE environment and separate population dynamics model were chosen. PULSE is intended to construct models of urban and socio-economic processes. The agent-based models of different scales were used as the scenario: micro level – public buildings and places; meso level – town blocks or entire city. As a part of integration we used a client-server architecture with asynchronous interaction. Communication protocol is implemented on the basis of http-requests. The following main groups of queries might be distinguished: (a) scenario launch and (b) data exchange in JSON and binary formats.

As a test-bed we have created multi-scale visualization software to demonstrate the results from diversity of simulation scenarios in Pulkovo Airport in Saint-Petersburg. Multi-scale simulations were provided by the several level models within a single scenario - from population dynamics between municipalities within the metropolitan area to the behavior of individuals inside the building.

For representation of macro-level data, visualization of airplane routes from Pulkovo Airport and visualization of population dynamics in Saint-Petersburg were developed. Visualization of spatial graph of airplane routes is presented in Figure 2 (left). A real-time publicly available flights schedule from official website of Pulkovo airport was used as sufficient input data for that visualization - geolocation for graph lines and time schedule for flights dynamics. By zooming in on the Saint-Petersburg area we can see the population dynamics simulation results (Figure 2, right). As input data system takes coordinates of municipal districts, mobility graph (lines of variable width between the centers of districts) and normalized values of population dynamics (polygons’ colors from blue to red - the maximum population decline and growth, respectively) for each municipal district.

Meso level is used to visualize scenarios on the scale of the town or city district and it is implemented as follows. For meso and micro level simplified and detailed 3D model of the airport was
created in Autodesk 3ds max. By zooming in the map to the airport area a simplified 3D model that is placed on a map can be seen (Figure 3, left). Transition between the meso and micro levels is implemented by mixing render targets of GIS visualization and detailed visualization at micro level. When a transition between levels is required, micro visualization receives a view angle and position of the camera as initial data, so the transition looks very smooth and almost seamless – Figure 3 (from left to middle).

To visualize the airport on the micro level a detailed 3D model was used. Also the ability to switch shading types of the building between solid (Figure 3, middle) and translucent view (Figure 3, right) has been implemented. Agents inside the building are depicted as colored (according to the agents’ states) cylinders. Their coordinates are obtained from the simulation server in real-time. GUI consists of a legend, current flights’ schedule and a bottom panel with display settings buttons. In addition, the micro-level visualization was used to demonstrate the results of the alignment and optimization of sensor locations (e.g. metal detectors). Expanding the functionality costs a minimum of effort: create 3d models of detectors, algorithm that displays the dynamics of optimization process and some additional elements in GUI.

4 Discussion and Conclusions

Studying the above example, its application is plainly the territorial multi-scale. Though we are determined that implementation of our framework might be equally effective for multi-scale examples in other domains, e.g. body-organ-cell. Accuracy in calculations on the GPU still appears to be another topical issue for discussion and an area of future work. And now it is one of the major obstacle to an absolutely seamless and imperceptible transition between the levels of visualization.

In this paper we presented our approach to the development of framework for rapid prototyping of visualization software as well as its application to the development of multi-scale visualization system for PULSE simulation framework on the basis of various scenarios in the Pulkovo airport in St.

Figure 3. Mesoscale visualization of (left) an airport model on the map, (middle) micro scale visualization of the airport after transition from mesoscale and (right) micro scale visualization of airport with X-Ray shading.
Petersburg, Russia. The method of integration with simulation systems presented in this paper has shown its effectiveness in a real example of visualization of the multi-scale simulation results from different systems within a single application. The presented framework stands out of the crowd of its analogues: it provides full support for modern DX11 API, not overwhelmed by excessive features as the game engines and has a flexible built-in implementation of GIS functions.

Since our framework is open source, its functionality of all built-in services could obviously be improved, expanded or redesigned. Also we would like to emphasize that the framework proposed in this paper is a work in progress. It is intended to be a draft that will be modified according to the feedback we will receive from the broader community after publishing it under open source license.
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